NexUs SEPTEMBER 2017 Weekly Screening Programme – 7pm
Free Admission

CINEMA from ELSEWHERE: ENGLAND - 7pm

Thursday 7 Sept. / 22 Bhadra

THE DRUMMOND WILL (2010) – English – 81mn
Directed by: Alan Butterworth
This black comedy set in decaying rural England is a quirky little British
delight!
Estranged brothers Marcus and Danny find themselves on a surprisingly
dangerous quest to unravel the mystery surrounding their deceased
father's very unlikely wealth.
A well-traveled recipient of audience awards at smaller festivals, this is Alan Butterworth’s debut feature.

NEPAL REAL - 7pm

Thursday 14 Sept. / 29 Bhadra

Double Feature - Short films
followed by Director Chat with Subarna Thapa
FUNERAILLES (Malaamee /funerals) 2008
French w/ English subtitles - 20 mn
When death pays an untimely visit to a miller in a
tiny village in modern day Nepal, the villagers are
forced to make a decision between breaking and
respecting an age old tradition.
Subarna Thapa’s first short movie is a reflection on a society and its traditions that have been left behind as
Nepal has entered the modern age.
FILS (Chora/Son) 2014 – French w/English subtitles - 25 mn
Krishna, of Nepalese descent but living in France, is released from prison on parole. It is the opportunity to see
his young son Simon, and his wife Irène, who is about to leave him. It is then that Krishna realizes the
importance of his son's love and his desire to pass on his culture to him.
The film deals with the difficulties for an immigrant to keep and transmit the traditions of his country of origin
while wanting to integrate in his host country.

BLIND DATE CINEMA - 7pm

Thursday 21 Sept. / 5 Ashoj

As the name suggest, in blind date you don’t know which movie you are going to
watch until it starts. Let yourself be surprised tonite!
Our Blind Date movie of the day is by a cult indie film director who has assembled
an extraordinary international cast of actors in this amusing collection of five tales
of urban displacement and existential angst, spanning time zones, continents, and
languages.
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